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Abstract Knowledge of predator diets, including how
diets might change through time or differ among
predators, provides essential insights into their ecology.
Diet estimation therefore remains an active area of re-
search within quantitative ecology. Quantitative fatty
acid signature analysis (QFASA) is an increasingly
common method of diet estimation. QFASA is based on
a data library of prey signatures, which are vectors of
proportions summarizing the fatty acid composition of
lipids, and diet is estimated as the mixture of prey sig-
natures that most closely approximates a predator’s
signature. Diets are typically estimated using propor-
tions from a subset of all fatty acids that are known to
be solely or largely influenced by diet. Given the subset
of fatty acids selected, the current practice is to scale
their proportions to sum to 1.0. However, scaling sig-
nature proportions has the potential to distort the
structural relationships within a prey library and be-
tween predators and prey. To investigate that possibility,
we compared the practice of scaling proportions with
two alternatives and found that the traditional scaling
can meaningfully bias diet estimators under some con-
ditions. Two aspects of the prey types that contributed
to a predator’s diet influenced the magnitude of the bias:
the degree to which the sums of unscaled proportions
differed among prey types and the identifiability of prey

types within the prey library. We caution investigators
against the routine scaling of signature proportions in
QFASA.

Keywords Bias Æ Bootstrap sample size Æ Diet
composition Æ Distance measure Æ Quantitative fatty
acid signature analysis QFASA

Introduction

Knowledge of animal diets, and how diets differ among
individuals or age and sex classes, provides essential
insights into ecological processes. Consequently, the
development of methods to estimate diets has long been
a focus of research in quantitative ecology and several
methods remain in common use (e.g., Bowles et al. 2011;
Chambellant et al. 2013; Haynes et al. 2015; Roberts and
Lalas 2015; Zeppelin et al. 2015). Quantitative fatty acid
signature analysis (QFASA; Iverson et al. 2004) is one
such method, being implemented most widely for diet
estimation of marine species (e.g., Bowen and Iverson
2013).

QFASA is based upon a data library of fatty acid
signatures, which are vectors of proportions that
represent the fatty acid composition of lipids, com-
piled from samples of prey types potentially consumed
by predators. Calibration coefficients to adjust for the
differential metabolism of fatty acids by predators are
obtained in controlled feeding trials (e.g., Nordstrom
et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2010), and are used to either
transform a prey signature to the predator space or a
predator signature to the prey space (Bromaghin et al.
2015). Given those data inputs, a predator signature is
modeled as a linear mixture of prey signatures and
diet is estimated as the mixture that minimizes a
measure of distance between the modeled and ob-
served predator signatures (Iverson et al. 2004). Sev-
eral distance measures have been used in the literature
(e.g., Iverson et al. 2004; Stewart et al. 2014), al-
though the Kullback–Leibler measure originally rec-
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ommended by Iverson et al. (2004) is currently used
most frequently.

Although marine lipids can be comprised of more
than 70 fatty acids (Budge et al. 2006), investigators
typically base diet estimation on a subset of fatty acids
that are primarily derived from diet. Some investigators
routinely use what have been termed the ‘‘dietary’’ or
‘‘extended dietary’’ suites of fatty acids (e.g., Thiemann
et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2010; Haynes et al. 2015), though
additional criteria may be applied (e.g., Bromaghin et al.
2013). Given the suite of fatty acids selected, their pro-
portions are scaled to sum to 1.0 so that vectors of
proportions are compositional. If the sums of the un-
scaled proportions, hereafter termed a ‘‘partial sum’’,
differ between individuals, each individual’s proportions
are scaled by a different constant. Although the Aitch-
ison distances between unscaled partial prey signatures
whose proportions have different partial sums are not
changed when the signatures are individually scaled to
sum to 1.0, the Kullback–Leibler and Chi square dis-
tances are not generally unaffected. More importantly
for diet estimation, scaling-induced magnitude changes
in prey proportions are propagated to a modeled
predator signature irrespective of the distance measure
in use. For these reasons, the customary scaling has the
potential to distort the structural relationships within a
prey library and between predator and prey, and thereby
bias diet estimation.

To investigate the potential for scaling to bias diet
estimation, we compared the influence of three ap-
proaches to scaling on the bias and variance of diet
estimators based on the Aitchison (Stewart et al. 2014),
Kullback–Leibler (Iverson et al. 2004), and Chi square
(Stewart et al. 2014) distance measures using computer
simulation. Independent simulations were conducted
using two libraries of prey signatures having substan-
tially different characteristics to enhance the general
applicability of our conclusions.

Methods

Prey libraries

Simulations were conducted using two libraries of prey
signature data, one with 357 signatures from seven
marine mammal species (Rode et al. 2014) and the sec-
ond with 954 signatures from 28 fish and shellfish species
(hereafter referred to as the fish library; Budge et al.
2002). Both prey libraries have previously been used to
investigate the performance of QFASA estimators
(Bromaghin et al. 2015, 2016), although we here ex-
cluded the monkfish (Lophius americanus) prey type
from the fish library due to its small sample size (n = 3).
Bromaghin et al. (2016) provides links to both prey li-
braries.

The Chi square distance measure is defined for sig-
nature proportions of zero (Stewart et al. 2014), but the

Kullback–Leibler and Aitchison distance measures are
not. Therefore, to prepare the prey libraries for simu-
lations, we first replaced any proportions equal to zero
with a small constant (0.0001) and the full suite of all
fatty acid proportions in each library (66 in the mammal
library and 68 in the fish library) were scaled to sum to
1.0 using the multiplicative method (Martı́n-Fernández
et al. 2011). Because the proportions of the full suite of
fatty acids sum to 1, this replacement of zeros produces
virtually no distortion in the signatures but allows all
three distance measures we considered to be computed.
All individuals in the mammal library had proportions
of 0 for fatty acid 16:3n-1, so that fatty acid was deleted
from the mammal library prior to the replacement of
zeros.

We evaluated each prey library with respect to prey-
type identifiability using a leave-one-out procedure,
modified from the subsampling approach of Iverson
et al. (2004). An individual prey signature was tem-
porarily excluded from a library, the mean signature of
its prey type was recomputed, and the ‘‘diet’’ of the
excluded specimen was estimated as if it were a predator,
after which the excluded prey signature was returned to
the library. The estimated diet proportion for the prey
type to which the excluded signature belonged measured
the identifiability of the prey type in relation to the prey
library as a whole. We excluded each prey signature in
turn and computed the average diet proportion correctly
attributed to each prey type. An average proportion
close to 1.0 indicated a prey type that was highly iden-
tifiable within a library, while values less than 1.0 indi-
cated some degree of confounding with other prey types.
Because our simulations included three distance mea-
sures, we replicated this procedure for each distance
measure and averaged the results.

Simulation design

We developed an algorithm to construct a regular grid
of diet proportions, allowing us to compare estimator
performance with diets systematically located and evenly
distributed throughout the span of all possible diet
compositions. We initiated the algorithm with a diet
consisting wholly of the first prey type. The algorithm
then constructed other diets by systematically shifting an
increment of diet to the adjacent prey type in stepwise
fashion until all of the diet was associated with the last
prey type. We then excluded diets comprised of a single
prey type so that at least two prey types contributed to
each diet. A small example of such a diet grid for three
prey types and a diet increment of 0.25 is presented in
Table 1. We used a diet increment of 0.10 for the
mammal library, resulting in a total of 8001 diets for
that library. The larger number of prey types in the fish
library necessitated a larger increment of 0.25, to limit
execution time of the simulations, resulting in 31,437
diets.
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For each diet, we randomly generated signatures for
30 pseudo-predators using all fatty acids available in
each library. For each predator signature, a bootstrap
sample of prey signatures was drawn from each prey
type in the library, the mean signature was computed
from each prey type sample, and the predator signature
was computed as the sum of the diet proportion for each
prey type multiplied by the corresponding sample mean
fatty acid proportion (Bromaghin et al. 2015). We used
two levels of bootstrap sample size. In the small sample
size case, each bootstrap sample was of size two,
resulting in predator signatures with a relatively high
degree of variability around the mean signature. In the
large sample size case, bootstrap sample sizes equaled
the number of individuals of each prey type in the li-
brary, producing signatures with a relatively low level of
variability.

We based diet estimation on the suite of 33 dietary
fatty acids (Iverson et al. 2004). However, the elimi-
nation of 16:3n-1 from mammal library, noted above,
resulted in diet estimation with the mammal library
being based on the remaining 32 dietary fatty acids.
We estimated the diet for each predator signature in
the prey space (Bromaghin et al. 2015), consistent
with how the predator signatures were constructed,
using nine estimators formed by the combination of
three distance measures and three scaling options. The
distance measures were the Kullback–Leibler (Iverson
et al. 2004), the Aitchison (Stewart et al. 2014), and a
Chi square measure with the power parameter c equal
to 1 (Stewart et al. 2014; value of 1 recommended by
C. Stewart, personal communication). In the ‘‘tradi-
tional’’ scaling option, proportions for the dietary
suite of fatty acids were scaled to sum to 1.0 as is
common practice (Iverson et al. 2004). The ‘‘un-
scaled’’ option consisted of using the dietary fatty acid
proportions without change, so their partial sums
were less than 1.0 and varied among individuals. In
the ‘‘augmented’’ option, the subset of fatty acid
proportions were also used without change, but each
signature was augmented with an additional propor-
tion equal to 1.0 minus the partial sum. The aug-
mented option therefore preserved the compositional

(sum to 1.0) characteristic of a signature. For each
diet and estimator, we computed a measure of bias as
the sum of the absolute values of the differences be-
tween the true diet and the average diet estimate
across the 30 pseudo-predators. All computations
were performed using R version 3.2.2 (R Core Team
2015) and diets were estimated by minimizing distance
measures using the ‘‘solnp’’ function of the R package
Rsolnp (Ghalanos and Theussl 2014).

We expected bias to depend on the degree to which
the prey types contributing to each diet were identifiable
within the prey library. In addition, the selection of a
scaling option could reasonably be expected to be most
consequential when the partial sums of prey types con-
tributing to a diet differed most greatly. We therefore
computed measures of both factors with the expectation
that they would aid in the interpretation of results. The
measure of ‘‘diet identifiability’’ for diet d was computed
as

Id ¼
X

k

pkpk

where pk is the diet proportion for prey type k, pk is the
average proportion of prey type k correctly attributed to
prey type k in the leave-one-out analysis of prey group
identifiability, and the sum is over all k prey types. The
measure of the dissimilarity of partial sums among prey
types, hereafter termed ‘‘sum dissimilarity’’, for diet d
was computed as

Dd ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

k3pk[0

pk sk � �sdð Þ2
s

where sk is the average partial sum for prey type k, �sd is
the average value of sk among prey types contributing to
diet d, and the sum is over the prey types contributing to
diet d. For purposes of graphical summarization, the
observed ranges of both measures were divided into
approximately 100 equally-sized bins and the average
bias of each estimator and the average difference in bias
for each pair of estimators were computed for each
combination of bins.

Results

The partial sums differed among prey types in both li-
braries (Table 2). Maximum differences between partial
sums were 0.090 for the mammal library and 0.227 for
the fish library. The leave-one-out analysis of prey type
identifiability revealed substantial differences in the
complexity of the two prey libraries (Table 3), as pre-
viously reported (Bromaghin et al. 2016). Prey types in
the mammal library were relatively identifiable, with
measures of prey-type identifiability ranging from 0.526
to 0.973 and averaging 0.782. The measures of identifi-
ability for prey types in the fish library were smaller on
average and more variable, ranging from 0.023 to 0.928

Table 1 An example diet grid for three prey types and a diet
increment of 0.25

Diet Prey 1 Prey 2 Prey 3

1 0.75 0.25 0.00
2 0.75 0.00 0.25
3 0.50 0.50 0.00
4 0.50 0.25 0.25
5 0.50 0.00 0.50
6 0.25 0.75 0.00
7 0.25 0.50 0.25
8 0.25 0.25 0.50
9 0.25 0.00 0.75
10 0.00 0.75 0.25
11 0.00 0.50 0.50
12 0.00 0.25 0.75
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and averaging 0.531, reflecting the greater degree of
complexity in that library.

The time required to complete the simulations ranged
from 2 days for the small sample size mammal simula-
tion to 26 days for the large sample size fish simulation
on a desktop computer with a 3.4 GHz Intel i7-2600K
processor. The larger number of prey types and the
greater complexity of the fish library substantially slo-
wed the optimization routine.

The mean and standard deviation of estimator bias
computed across all diets in the grid for each library
varied as a function of all aspects of simulation design
(Table 4). Bias varied substantially between the two prey
libraries, with the greater complexity and reduced prey-
type identifiability of the fish library leading to increased
bias. Bias also differed substantially between the two
bootstrap sample sizes. With the mammal library, bias in

the small sample size case ranged from approximately 2
(0.23 versus 0.12 for the traditional Kullback–Leibler
estimator) to nearly 4 (0.23 versus 0.06 for the unscaled
Kullback–Leibler estimator) times greater than the bias
in the large sample size case among estimators. For the
fish library, bias in the small sample size case was con-
sistently about 3 times greater than the bias in the large
sample size case (e.g., 0.72 versus 0.22 for the unscaled
Aitchison estimator). Bias differed to a lesser degree be-
tween the scaling options. Biases of the unscaled and
augmented estimators were consistently similar and
tended to approximately equal or be less than the bias of
the traditional estimators. The greatest differences were
observed with large bootstrap sample sizes and the
mammal library, where the bias of the traditional Kull-
back–Leibler and Chi square estimators was approxi-
mately double that of the unscaled and augmented
estimators (0.12 versus 0.06 or 0.07), and the bias of the
traditional Aitchison estimator was 2.6 times greater
than the bias of unscaled and augmented estimators (0.13
versus 0.05). Differences in the bias among distance
measures were relatively small and did not display a
strong pattern, though the biases of the Kullback–Lei-
bler and Chi square estimators were consistently similar.

Although the magnitude of estimator bias did not
display recognizable patterns with respect to diet iden-
tifiability or sum dissimilarity (results not shown), strong
and consistent patterns in the difference between esti-
mator biases were observed (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4). When diet
identifiability and sum dissimilarity were both moderate
to high, the biases of the unscaled and augmented esti-
mators were consistently less than the biases of the tra-
ditional estimators. Large bootstrap sample sizes
increased the size of the region in which the unscaled and
augmented estimators had the least bias (Figs. 1 versus
2; Figs. 3 versus 4). As sum dissimilarity decreased, the
consistency with which the unscaled and augmented
estimators had the lowest bias decreased, especially for
the small sample size cases (Figs. 1, 3). A similar effect
was observed as diet identifiability decreased. The rela-
tionship between the unscaled and augmented estima-

Table 2 Statistics summarizing the partial sums of the dietary
fatty acids among prey types in each prey library

Statistic Prey library

Mammal Fish

Minimum 0.301 0.367
Maximum 0.391 0.594
Average 0.336 0.509
SD 0.034 0.050

SD standard deviation

Table 3 Statistics summarizing the mean proportion of prey at-
tributed to the correct prey type in the leave-one-out analysis to
measure prey-type identifiability

Statistic Prey library

Mammal Fish

Minimum 0.526 0.023
Maximum 0.973 0.928
Average 0.782 0.531
SD 0.153 0.258

SD standard deviation

Table 4 The mean (standard deviation) of bias by scaling option and distance measure (distance) for small and large bootstrap sample
sizes (sample) computed across all diets considered with each prey library

Library Sample Distance Scaling option

Traditional Unscaled Augmented

Mammal Small Aitchison 0.23 (0.07) 0.18 (0.08) 0.18 (0.08)
Mammal Small Kullback–Leibler 0.23 (0.08) 0.23 (0.10) 0.24 (0.11)
Mammal Small Chi square 0.23 (0.08) 0.23 (0.10) 0.24 (0.11)
Mammal Large Aitchison 0.13 (0.04) 0.05 (0.02) 0.05 (0.02)
Mammal Large Kullback–Leibler 0.12 (0.03) 0.06 (0.03) 0.07 (0.03)
Mammal Large Chi square 0.12 (0.03) 0.06 (0.03) 0.07 (0.03)
Fish Small Aitchison 0.73 (0.23) 0.72 (0.24) 0.71 (0.24)
Fish Small Kullback–Leibler 0.69 (0.21) 0.67 (0.22) 0.68 (0.22)
Fish Small Chi square 0.69 (0.21) 0.67 (0.22) 0.68 (0.22)
Fish Large Aitchison 0.24 (0.08) 0.22 (0.08) 0.22 (0.08)
Fish Large Kullback–Leibler 0.26 (0.08) 0.22 (0.08) 0.23 (0.08)
Fish Large Chi square 0.25 (0.08) 0.22 (0.08) 0.22 (0.08)
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tors differed between distance measures, with the un-
scaled estimator having slightly greater bias with the
Aitchison measure and slightly less bias with the Kull-
back–Leibler and Chi square measures.

Discussion

We found that the selection of a scaling option can
meaningfully influence QFASA diet estimation and
therefore merits thoughtful consideration in QFASA
applications. If partial sums are similar among prey
types, the selection of a scaling option should be rela-
tively inconsequential and other aspects of the model,
such as the distance measure, predator diet, and prop-
erties of the prey library, are likely to more strongly
influence diet estimation. However, as the disparity
among partial sums increases, the traditional scaling of
fatty acid proportions appears to progressively distort

the structure among signatures and induce a bias in diet
estimation that can be substantial.

Our findings suggest that the degree of confounding
among prey within the library is the most important
determinant of model performance. An obvious source
of prey confounding is similarities among the mean
prey-type signatures used to estimate diet. However, the
degree to which the signatures of individual prey sam-
pled to simulate predator signatures differ from the
mean signature of their prey type, and perhaps resemble
other prey types, can also be viewed as a source of prey
confounding. When these sources of confounding were
low, i.e., diet identifiability was high and predator
variation was low (large bootstrap sample sizes), the
model performed well and the influence of scaling was
most apparent. Conversely, reduced model performance
caused by low diet identifiability or high predator vari-
ation largely masked or overwhelmed differences
attributable to the scaling options. The influence of
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Fig. 1 Differences in mean bias between pairs of estimators
(positive difference indicates the first estimator had greater bias)
as a function of measures of differences in partial sums (sum
dissimilarity) and the identifiability of a diet (diet identifiability) for
the marine mammal prey library: a traditional minus unscaled,
Aitchison measure; b traditional minus augmented, Aitchison
measure; c unscaled minus augmented, Aitchison measure, d tradi-

tional minus unscaled, Kullback–Leibler measure, e traditional
minus augmented, Kullback–Leibler measure; f unscaled minus
augmented, Kullback–Leibler measure, g traditional minus
unscaled, Chi square measure, h traditional minus augmented,
Chi square measure; i unscaled minus augmented, Chi square
measure. Bootstrap sample sizes for generating pseudo-predator
signatures were equal to 2 from each prey type
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bootstrap sample size that we observed suggests that
variation among individual signatures within prey types
may be an underappreciated determinant of model
performance.

We were surprised by the extent to which bootstrap
sample size influenced bias. For a group of predators
with a common diet, the random selection of individual
prey in the bootstrap samples used to simulate their
signatures is the only source of variation, so bootstrap
sample size directly controls the degree of variation
among predator signatures. Our initial expectation was
that the degree of variation in predator signatures would
primarily influence the degree of variation in their diet
estimates. However, our results clearly demonstrate that
variation in predator signatures strongly influences both
bias and variance in diet estimation. We hypothesize
that when bootstrap sample sizes are large, the mean
signature of prey in the bootstrap sample, which con-
tributes to a predator signature, is very similar to the

mean prey-type signature in the library that is used in
diet estimation, maximizing the ability of the model to
accurately identify the correct mixture of prey types
contributing to diet. Conversely, when bootstrap sample
sizes are small, the mean signature of prey in the boot-
strap sample may be quite different from the mean sig-
nature of that prey type in the library, or even more
closely resemble the mean signature of another prey
type, thereby increasing both bias and variation. The
degree to which variation in predator signatures influ-
ences bias is undoubtedly dependent on the interaction
of the prey types contributing to a diet and the structure
within the prey library.

The strong influence of bootstrap sample size on both
bias and variance suggests that care is needed when
conducting simulation studies to evaluate the capabili-
ties of QFASA in particular applications. Using boot-
strap sample sizes that are either too large or too small
may produce misleading results that are overly opti-
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Fig. 2 Differences in mean bias between pairs of estimators
(positive difference indicates the first estimator had greater bias)
as a function of measures of differences in partial sums (sum
dissimilarity) and the identifiability of a diet (diet identifiability) for
the marine mammal prey library: a traditional minus unscaled,
Aitchison measure; b traditional minus augmented, Aitchison
measure; c unscaled minus augmented, Aitchison measure,

d traditional minus unscaled, Kullback–Leibler measure, e tradi-
tional minus augmented, Kullback–Leibler measure; f unscaled
minus augmented, Kullback–Leibler measure, g traditional minus
unscaled, Chi square measure, h traditional minus augmented, Chi
square measure; i unscaled minus augmented, Chi square measure.
Bootstrap sample sizes for generating pseudo-predator signatures
were equal to the number of individuals in each prey type
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mistic or pessimistic, respectively, with respect to model
performance. A further complication is that our results,
particularly the small and large sample size cases with
the mammal library, demonstrate that even relative
performance among estimators can change as a function
of bootstrap sample size. The empirical algorithm to
establish bootstrap sample sizes of Bromaghin (2015)
provides the only viable solution to this problem that we
are aware of.

Although the selection of bootstrap samples size may
seem to have importance only with respect to computer
simulation studies, in fact it relates directly to the
structure within a prey library and is therefore pertinent
to QFASA applications. Predators in the wild could
have identical diets in terms of prey types, but they are
not generally consuming the same individual prey ani-
mals, and it is that selection of individual prey that
bootstrap sampling mimics. Both logic and our results

suggest that the structure within a prey library is a
crucial determinant of QFASA performance, with con-
founding among prey increasing both bias and variance
in diet estimation. The ideal library would therefore
contain only those prey types actually consumed by
predators, and be characterized by minimal signature
variation within prey types and maximal signature
variation between prey types. Unfortunately, that ideal
seems unlikely to be achievable in most QFASA appli-
cations. One potential remedy might be to estimate diet
on the basis of individual prey animals (e.g., Meynier
et al. 2010) and then sum the estimates with respect to
the desired prey types. That approach seems likely to
improve diet estimation, but its computational burden is
likely to quickly exceed practical limits as the size of the
prey library increases. An intermediate strategy, in
which the desired prey types are partitioned into a larger
number of similar groups for estimation, might be worth
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Fig. 3 Differences in mean bias between pairs of estimators
(positive difference indicates the first estimator had greater bias)
as a function of measures of differences in partial sums (sum
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measure; i unscaled minus augmented, Chi square measure.
Bootstrap sample sizes for generating pseudo-predator signatures
were equal to 2 from each prey type
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investigating in some applications. The ‘‘allocate-sum’’
approach, in which estimation is based on a large
number of groups after which estimates are summed to a
smaller number of groups for reporting, is routine in
some other disciplines in which mixture models are used
(e.g., Wood et al. 1987).

We did not observe strong and consistent differences
among the distance measures, although they can pro-
duce substantially different diet estimates for some
individual predator signatures (e.g., Bromaghin et al.
2015) and the Kullback–Leibler and Aitchison measures
respond differently to violations of model assumptions
(Bromaghin et al. 2016). One aspect of our results that
we found intriguing was the apparent similarity in the
results for the Kullback–Leibler and Chi square distance
measures, because Stewart et al. (2014) report that the
Chi square measure converges to the Aitchison measure
as the c parameter tends to zero. It would be interesting

to explore how the performance of estimators based on
this distance measure might vary over a range of values
for c.

By generating pseudo-predator signatures and esti-
mating diets in the prey space, we avoided the need to
use calibration coefficients in our simulations. However,
calibration coefficients are necessary to transform
predator signatures to the prey space or prey signatures
to the predator space (Bromaghin et al. 2015) in QFASA
applications, and transformed signatures must be scaled
to sum to 1.0. Consequently, use of either the unscaled
or augmented approach will require investigators to first
apply calibration coefficients to all fatty acids, not just
the subset on which estimation is to be based. Once the
transformed signatures have been computed, one would
then restrict attention to the desired suite of fatty acids
and augment the signatures if implementing that ap-
proach.

Diet identifiability
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Fig. 4 Differences in mean bias between pairs of estimators
(positive difference indicates the first estimator had greater bias)
as a function of measures of differences in partial sums (sum
dissimilarity) and the identifiability of a diet (diet identifiability) for
the fish library: a traditional minus unscaled, Aitchison measure;
b traditional minus augmented, Aitchison measure; c unscaled
minus augmented, Aitchison measure, d traditional minus

unscaled, Kullback–Leibler measure, e traditional minus aug-
mented, Kullback–Leibler measure; f unscaled minus augmented,
Kullback–Leibler measure, g traditional minus unscaled, Chi
square measure, h traditional minus augmented, Chi square
measure; i unscaled minus augmented, Chi square measure.
Bootstrap sample sizes for generating pseudo-predator signatures
were equal to the number of individuals in each prey type
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We intentionally used the relatively small suite of 33
(32 for the mammal data) dietary fatty acids to investi-
gate differences in scaling approaches because we ex-
pected use of a smaller number of fatty acids would
make any patterns more readily apparent. While not
guaranteed, using fewer fatty acids should tend to create
greater opportunity for the partial sums to vary more
greatly among prey types. Conversely, using more fatty
acids, such as the 41 fatty acids in the extended dietary
suite, would tend to reduce the influence of the scaling
option used. While we did not explicitly explore this
question, it seems to be a reasonable expectation.

Conclusions

The current practice of scaling proportions of the subset
of fatty acids used in QFASA diet estimation so they
sum to 1.0 can introduce a meaningful structural bias
under certain conditions. Unfortunately, one might have
difficulty in determining the degree to which such con-
ditions exist in a particular investigation. At a minimum,
we recommend that practitioners inspect the partial
sums of unscaled proportions to determine how greatly
they differ among prey types as one simple indicator of
whether scaling might introduce a bias. Determining
whether diet identifiability is high requires a priori
knowledge of diets and is therefore difficult to accom-
plish with confidence. Implementing the leave-one-out
procedure with a prey library might be somewhat
informative, but that procedure is independent of diet
composition. Caution might dictate use of either the
unscaled or augmented approach. Our results do not
reveal a strong or consistent difference between them.
The two approaches use the exact same proportions for
each fatty acid in the analysis, the difference being that
the augmented approach adds a proportion so that all
sum to 1.0. The augmented approach therefore preserves
the compositional feature of signatures, which might be
viewed as a conceptual advantage. In either case, these
two new approaches appear to avoid a potential source
of bias whose magnitude could be meaningful in some
applications.
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